DEADLINE EXTENDED TO APRIL 15

France: Language & Culture at Aix-Marseille Université
France: Universities of Paris, MICEFA (in French)
France: Universities of Paris, MICEFA (in English)

Germany: Advertising, Design, & Media at Stuttgart Media University
Germany: Architecture at Biberach University of Applied Sciences
Germany: Business at Nuertingen-Geislingen University
Germany: Business at Reutlingen University
Germany: Heidelberg University
Germany: Language & Culture at University of Tübingen
Germany: University of Konstanz

Ghana: University of Ghana

Israel: University of Haifa

Italy: CSU Florence Center
Italy: Studio Art at CSU Florence Center

Mexico: Education & Child Development at Tecnológico de Monterrey
Mexico: Tecnológico de Monterrey (in English)
Mexico: Tecnológico de Monterrey (in Spanish)

Spain: Language & Culture at Universidad de Jaén
Spain: Universidad Complutense de Madrid
Spain: Universidad de Granada

United Kingdom: University of Birmingham
United Kingdom: University of Hull
Academic Year 2021-2022 & Fall 2021
Programs with an Extended Deadline

NO LONGER ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

Denmark: Architecture at DIS
Denmark: Child Development at DIS

Germany: Business Honors at University of Mannheim
Germany: Music at Trossingen University of Music
Germany: Universities of Baden-Württemberg

Italy: Architecture at the CSU Florence Center

Japan: University of Tsukuba
Japan: Waseda University

South Korea: Yonsei University

Sweden: Uppsala University

Taiwan: National Taiwan University

United Kingdom: Kingston University
United Kingdom: Swansea University
United Kingdom: University of Bradford
United Kingdom: University of Bristol

PROGRAMS SUSPENDED DUE TO COVID-19

China: Language & Culture at Peking University
China: Peking University

Australia: Griffith University
Australia: Macquarie University
Australia: Queensland University of Technology
Australia: University of Queensland
Australia: Western Sydney University

Chile: Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile

South Africa: Nelson Mandela University